Technical papers and project models are invited from students of engineering colleges on the theme:

**EMERGING AND SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY FOR SUCCESSFUL ACCOMPLISHMENT OF NATIONAL PROGRAMME “MAKE IN INDIA”**

In following three engineering streams:

1. CIRCUIT BRANCHES-E&C, E&E and related branches
2. IT BRANCHES-CSE, ISE and related branches
3. NON IT BRANCHES-MECH, CIVIL, BIOTECH and related branches

**Important dates:**

PRESENTATION AND EXHIBITION DATE: **5TH MARCH 2016**

LAST DATE OF SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACT FOR PAPER PRESENTATION AND PROJECT MODEL EXHIBITION: **20TH FEBRUARY 2016**

LAST DATE FOR FULL PAPER AND REGISTRATION: **27TH FEBRUARY 2016**

**Guidelines for paper submission:**

1. Abstract should contain title, author name, affiliation, contact detail.
2. Abstract should not be more than 300 words.
3. Send the soft copy of the abstract to: iei@nmamit.in before 20th Feb 2016.
4. Selected papers will be intimated through email. Full paper and registration form needs to be submitted on or before 27th Feb 2016.
5. Authors of the selected paper will get opportunity to present the paper.
6. There will be cash prize and certificate for best two papers in each stream.

**Guidelines for project model:**

1. Soft copy of the abstract on project model (working or demo type) should submit to: iei@nmamit.in before 20th Feb 2016.
2. Abstract should contain title, author name, affiliation, contact detail.
3. Abstract should not be more than 300 words.
4. Selected models will be intimated through email. Registration form needs to be submitted on or before 27th Feb 2016.
5. Selected Project model must be presented on the presentation day.
6. There will be cash prize and certificate for best two models in each stream.

Contact persons:

- **Staff coordinator:** Dr Narasimha Marakala  
  Email: nmarakala@nitte.edu.in  
  Mob: 9945771735
- **Student coordinators:** 1. Amogh A N (Mob: 9480483890)  
  2. Moulya J M (Mob: 9591021790)